
lntroducing Beekeeping 201 9
Questionnaire.

Thank you for coming, we hope the weekend has been useful.

Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modify, develop or
improve the course.
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Do you feel the weekend provided value for money? L---
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ls the balance between PowerPoint learning & practical hands on
about riqht given that you do have to learn the borinq bits? v"
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What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
learning day? N.B. The follow on to this course, lntermediate Beekeeping i* in March "l4th
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
Was it useful or did it feel unnecessary?
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What could we change to improve the course? (We cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career. You
can go along to your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
Was it useful or did it feel unnecessary?

What could we change to improve the course? (We cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career. You
can go along to your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
Was it useful or did it feel unnecessary?
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What could we change to improve the course? (We-cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career. You
can go along to your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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Thank you for coming, we hope the weekend has been useful.

Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modify, develop or
improve the course.
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What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced couse or
learning day? N.B. The follow on to this course, lntermediate Beekeeping is in March 14th
2020.
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
Was it useful or did it feel unnecessary?
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What could weEhange to improve the course? (We cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career. You
can go along to your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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Thank you for coming, we hope the weekend has been useful.
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improve the course.
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
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What could we change to improve the course? (We cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career. You
can go along to your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
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What could we change to improve the course? (We cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career, You
can go along to your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
learning day? N.B. The follow on to this course, lntermediate Beekeeping is in March 'l4th
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening? We felt the Friday would offer a social
event and allow people to settle in and learn about each other before a fairly packed weekend.
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What could we change to improve the course? (We cannot spend more time with the bees in
the apiary and cover all the theory you need as a foundation to your beekeeping career. You
can go along io your local beekeeping association to spend more time handling bees).
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